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N° li. M. Balls, Genève. Xenoplastic implantation
of amphibian lymphoid tumours. 1 2 (With 5 figures.)

Station de Zoologie expérimentale (Université de Genève), Route de
Malagnou 154, Genève.

It has recently been found that the anuran amphibian Xeno pus

laevis is susceptible to the formation of spontaneous lymphoid

tumours (1) and that similar tumours may be induced using methyl-

cholanthrene (2) or benzpyrene; both spontaneous and induced

tumours are readily transplantable (3). When tumour fragments

are placed in adult or immature Xenopus a heightened homograft

reaction occurs, followed by, in a very high percentage of cases

(97%), the development or lymphoid tumours at the implantation

site and in the visceral organs —particularly the liver, spleen and

kidneys. The use of the dorsal lymph sac permits a clear distinc-

tion between tumour growth at the implantation site and at a

distance.

This article is concerned with some preliminary xenografts

between the anuran Xenopus laevis and the urodele Triturus cris-

tatus, which were carried out to take advantage of the difference in

cell size as a means of distinguishing between host and implanted

cells (see also (4)).

Tumour ILA (3) was induced by placing methylcholanthrene

crystals in arachis oil under the abdominal skin of an adult female

Xenopus: when the animal was killed 263 days later, lymphoid

tumours were found in the liver, spleen and kidneys. Fragments

of a liver tumour nodule were implanted into the dorsal lymph sac

(DLS) of 6 adult Xenopus (Transfer A), all of which gave positive

results. Small fragments of a DLS tumour from one of these

individuals were placed in the abdominal cavity of four adult

Triturus cristatus (Transfer B), two of which developed lympho-

1 Tins investigation is being supported by the Fonds national suisse
pour la recherche scientifique (No. 2219).

2 The author is grateful to Professor M. Fischberg for his advice, to
Profs. A. W. Blackler and L.N. Ruben for their comments on this article,

and to Dr. S. Neukomm for the gift of six newts in mid-winter.
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sarcomas of liver composed of newt cells (Fig. 1), which are much
larger than those of Xenopus and whose nuclei stain differently.

Although no spontaneous lymphoid tumours have been reported

for Triturus cristatus (1), such tumours have been induced in this

species by Leone (5), while Inoue (6) has found a spontaneous

lymphosarcoma in the Japanese newt, Triturus pyrrhogaster.

Fig. 1.

Liver of Triturus (Tr. B No. 4) bearing a lymphoid tumour (T).

L = normal liver tissue containing pigment (P). X 45

In view of the remote possibility that the newt tumours were

spontaneous and not connected with the introduction of the Xeno-

pus material, fragments of one Triturus tumour (derived from

Transfer B) were put into the DLS of 6 immature Xenopus (Trans-

fer C). All six recipient frogs subsequently developed DLS
tumours which invaded the skin and back muscle, as well as lympho-

sarcomas of liver (Fig. 2) and spleen. Three of these animals also

bore tumours of the kidney. Both the DLS and visceral neo-

plasms were composed of Xenopus cells (Fig. 4) and contained no

Triturus cells. One DLS tumour was transferred into a further
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six Xenopus (Transfer D), all of which developed invasive tumours

in the DLS, liver, spleen and kidneys (Table 1).

Further fragments of the newt liver tumour (Transfer B) used

in Transfer C were stored in physiological solution (Niu & Twitty —
1/10) at 4° C for one week and then put into the abdominal cavity

Fig. 2.

Liver (L) of Xenopus (Tr. C No. 1) bearing two large lymphoid tumour
nodules (T). X 50

of five Triturus cristatus (Transfer E). One host died 10 days

later when the swelling of the stomach after feeding pushed part

of the liver through the wound. The remaining four were killed

55 days after implantation. All four bore lymphoid nodules on

the liver, with increased lymphocytic activity in the cortical region

and groups of lymphocytes spread throughout the remaining liver

tissue. In each case the kidney contained nodules of lymphocytes

infiltrating between the primary tubules. In two cases the spleen

bore white nodules of lymphocytes, and part of the implanted mate-

rial had been left in the wound (see also (3)) since both showed body

wall muscle invasion, and in one the skin was also involved. All

the tumour nodules in each animal were composed of Triturus cells.

Rev. Suisse de Zool., T. 70, 1963. 18
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a. CELL TRANSPLANTATION

b. HOST CELL TRANSFORMATION

i. at site

i. at distance
Fig. 3.

Theoretical pathways of tumour transfer after dorsal lymph sac implantation.
The visceral organs pictured are (from left to right) heart, liver, spleen

and kidneys. DLS = dorsal lymph sac, AC = abdominal cavity,

I = implant, H = host cells, F = factor.

Theoretically, the transmission of tumours by the transfer of

small, cellular fragments could have occurred in two ways (Fig. 3):

a) tumour cell transplantation —the transferred cells themselves

multiplied and formed growing neoplasms, cells from which

metastasized to other parts of the host.
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b) host cell transformation —the transferred cells released a

sub-cellular factor which transformed the host cells to

make them neoplastic. Since lymphoid cells are circulatory

there were two further possibilities with the lymphoid

tumours :

i) at implantation site —host cells moved to the implan-

tation site, there became transformed and metastasized

to the viscera, while the implant was destroyed and

replaced by host cells.

ii) at a distance —the factor migrated via the blood or

lymph systems from implant to viscera, where the host

cells were transformed and produced tumours.

Ponten has worked on this aspect of tumour transplantation

using the sex chromosomes to distinguish between host and im-

planted cells (7), and has found that, while implanted chicken

lymphoid tumour RPL 12 (8) cells grow in the host and metasta-

size to the viscera (i.e. type a), implanted Rous sarcoma (9) or

chicken erythroleukaemia (10) cells disappear, but tumours com-

posed of host cells result (i.e. type b).

The present preliminary series of experiments indicates that

the Xenopus lymphosarcoma ILA is transplantable into Triturus

cristatus, and that the resulting liver tumours readily grow and

spread when transferred to Xenopus or Triturus. Furthermore, the

tumour cell type both at the implantation site and in the viscera

is that of the host and not that of the implanted material (Figs. 4, 5).

Hence, it would seem that, in xenografts at least, the cells of the

transplanted tumour do not proliferate to form malignant neo-

plasms in the host, but are replaced by transformed host cells, which

also make up the visceral tumours (i.e. type b i or ii).

A further point of interest from the series of experiments

summarized in Table 1 is the very short interval between the DLS
implantation of tumour material and the development of skin and

back muscle invasion and of advanced visceral tumours. In all

six Xenopus used in Transfer D both lobes of the liver, the spleen

and kidneys were extensively invaded, although the implantation

operation had taken place only 18—23 days before.

It is hoped that a further series of Xenopus-Triturus xeno-

grafts, together with other approaches, will result in a more detailed
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Fig. 4.

Detail of Xenopus lymphoid tumour shown in Fig. 2.

The Xenopus lymphoid cells are small and the nuclear contents are dense
and stain deeply. L —liver cells. X 500

Fig. 5.

Detail of lymphoid cells of Trituras tumour shown in Fig. 1.

The cells are larger than those of Xenopus (above) and the nuclear contents
more granular. X 500
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knowledge of the aetiology of the Xenopus lymphosarcoma and of

any cell-transforming factor which may be involved.
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N° 12. J. Bovet, Lausanne. - - Etude, par l'analyse du
contenu de pelotes de Chouette Effraie (Ti/to alba),

de fluctuations dans les populations de Micromammi-
fères. x (Avec une tabelle et une figure dans le texte.)

Institut de Pharmacologie de l'Université de Lausanne.

Le régime alimentaire « normal » de l'Effraie est bien connu

(cf. Uttendòrfer, 1952). Il peut toutefois présenter dans le temps

des variations importantes, dont l'interprétation se révèle très

1 Résultats obtenus dans le cadre d'un travail bénéficiant de l'aide du
Fonds national suisse pour la recherche scientifique (crédit n° 1856).


